Our Tech Guide provides our dedicated readers
with great articles and features to inform them
about the latest in smartphones, computers,
security, software, education, apps and more.
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Technology is all around us – our cars, kitchens, phones and entertainment. It’s almost hard to count how many ways and how many times each
day technology touches our life. Technology is also the future, with more
devices, more careers and more new innovations on the way. The Journal
is happy to bring you our first-ever Tech guide where you will see some exciting ways technology is in use in your own backyard.

Bringing Life Back
to Brick and
Mortars

Chopper Shopper

Chopper Shopper

An indoor interactive miniature drone display where gamers fly their
drones over a makeshift city, click on coupons creating photos that are
downloaded into drone. The photos that were captured are recorded
and every sixth person that clicked on spots will be able to redeem their
coupon at that brick and mortar location that is on the board.

In HobbyMasters, 62 White St. in Red Bank
62 White Street, Red Bank (Located Inside Hobby Masters)
732-796-4756 • CopterWorld.Weebly.com
732-796-4756
CopterWorld.weebly.com
Open 10 am to 10 pm

Technology has made a growing number of people more isolated as they
spend hours posting photos and ordering online. It’s also affected many retail
stores. Well, Chopper Shopper is bringing life back to the vacant brick-and-mortars and providing a place where everyone has fun and everyone wins.
Have you ever flown a drone? It’s an enjoyable test of your skill and
accuracy.
Chopper Shopper is an indoor, interactive miniature drone display.
Gamers fly their drones over a makeshift city, like New York, Washington D.C.
or Los Angeles. As you fly over selected sites, like department stores and eateries, you take a photo with your drone. Those photos are stored, and every
sixth person that clicks on it gets a valuable coupon they can use in those very
stores. Drone flying at Chopper Shopper is a fun, interactive game, great for
families or for single people looking to socialize and make new friends. That’s
the Chopper Shopper motto: “Everyone has fun and everyone wins.”
Check out the game and become your own pilot! Right now, Chopper
Shopper is offering you five visits for the price of four.
Don’t sit around the house; take to the sky at Chopper Shopper.

Harbor School

240 Broad St. in Eatontown
732-544-9394
HarborSchool.com or email agunteski@harborschool.com
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Alpha School

2210 West County Line Rd. in Jackson
732-370-1150
AlphaSchool.com or email gonzalezj@alphaschool.com

The Gateway School

60 High St. in Carteret
732-541-4400
TheGatewaySchool.com or email hoyec@thegatewayschool.com
All schools open Monday through Friday: School hours 8:30 am to 2:30 pm
Office hours 8 am to 4 pm
As approved private schools for students with disabilities, Alpha, Gateway and Harbor Schools have 50 years of experience as leaders in providing
the needs of individuals with disabling conditions. Families enjoy an inviting
atmosphere through a non-judgmental and supportive environment that
maintains transparency, confidentiality and a genuine respect for all students.
The network of special education schools provides a safe and nurturing
environment for students, ages 3 to 21, with a variety of disabilities. Their mission is to empower each student with the skills for life, work and recreation.
They care and understand that every child has a different way of
learning. Their highly qualified, certified and licensed professionals go to
extraordinary lengths to create an individualized program that can accommodate a wide range of disabilities and learning styles. Their small class
sizes and low student-to-staff ratio allows for individualized attention as
they deliver instruction in a collaborative and meaningful way.
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The fro nt l i n e of t h e
imagi n g revo l ut i o n.

T he front l i n e of th e
ima g in g revo l uti o n .

Lea rn m o re at
t h ep h otocenter.co m
All Nikon products include Nikon Inc. USA limited warranty. ©2019 Nikon Inc.

• PHOTOGRAPHY EXPERTS
• PERSONALIZED SERVICE
• FULL LINE OF PRO & CONSUMER
CAMERAS
• LOW PRICE GUARANTEE
Laurel Square Plaza • 1930 Rte. 70, Brick, NJ

The Largest Camera Store in
Ocean & Monmouth Counties.

THEPHOTOCENTER.COM

732-840-1333
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Laurel
Square Plaza • 1930 Rte. 70, Brick, NJ
732-840
ThePhotoCenter.com
All Nikon products include Nikon Inc. USA limited warranty. ©2019 Nikon Inc.
Educational computer
software like IXL, Unique Learning System,
News-2-You and Reading A-Z provide personalized and leveled, skill-based
Open Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Saturday, 10 am to 6 pm;
lessons. Additionally, Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC)
Thursday and Friday, 10 am to 7 pm; closed Sunday
devices, FM systems, and iPads assist the students with speech and communication and auditory processing. Each classroom is also equipped with
Whether they are precious family memories, important business matea combination of desktop and laptop computers, Google Chromebooks,
rials or helpful tools, your photos matter. And when you take photography
and an interactive white board system, MimioTeach, allowing hands-on,
seriously, The Photo Center is 3,500 square feet of everything you need. It’s
dynamic and engaging education, crucial to a well-rounded, multi-sensory
the largest camera store in Monmouth and Ocean counties. You’ll find a huge
learning environment.
assortment of new and used photographic equipment, tripods, lighting, bags
Gateway and Harbor Schools also feature state-of-the-art STEMLabs,
and supplies plus hands-on expert advice from people who live and love phowhere science, technology, engineering and math come to life in areas
tography. Family-owned and -operated since 1977, customers are welcome
such as robotics, software engineering, coding, media recording as well as
to ask as many questions as they like to find the camera and equipment to
photo, audio and video editing.
fit their needs. You will become part of The Photo Center community, which
Alpha and Harbor Schools also bridge the gap in learning with their
offers classes, rental equipment, advice on showing and selling your photohumanoid robots named Alphabot and Sheldon. These robots enhance
graphs and so much more. The Photo Center accepts trade-ins for those refinacademic and therapeutic instruction and stimulate social interaction with
ing their gear along with video transfer, framing and printing services.
students through fun activities, games and dances.
The center also offers competitive pricing on all the top manufacturers.
Alpha, Gateway and Harbor Schools strongly believe in technology’s
You’ll find digitial and SLR cameras, drones, lenses, straps, vests and bags,
role in educating students with learning difficulties, and they continuously
cellphone accessories, bulbs and batteries, telescopes, backdrops – just evlook to find new and innovative technologies to help lead students on a
erything to bring your photography to a whole new level. Come by today
path toward independence.
and share some tips, get some advice including gift ideas, see the work of
To learn more and attend an upcoming Open House, visit the websites
fellow photographers and get the kind of old-fashioned personal service
or contact the administrative offices. Call today to make an appointment.
you can only find at a family store at The Photo Center.
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with Cindy
Eight Tech Gadgets That Can Save You Money
The first thing most people think of when they think of buying tech gadgets
is how expensive they are. While some tech gadgets are expensive and are luxury items, there are many items that will actually save you money. Some may pay
for themselves in less than a year.
HERE ARE SOME OF MY TOP TECH GADGETS
THAT CAN SAVE YOU MONEY:
Smart Thermostats • According to EnergyRates.ca, “Smart thermostats can help you reduce your heating and cooling costs from 10 to 25 percent.”
Most of these gadgets can sense if your room is unoccupied. Then it can adjust
the temperature accordingly so it doesn’t waste energy heating or cooling when
no one is home.
Smart Light Bulbs • While smart light bulbs used to scare people off
because you needed a special hub to make them all work, these days, some don’t
require any hub. These newer smart bulbs can connect to your Amazon Alexa or
Google Assistant.
Although they are more expensive than a regular lightbulb, they use far
less energy and last a lot longer than regular light bulbs. They can be placed on

Embracing the World
Through Technology

A

As a leader in alternative education to public schools, we are
uniquely qualified to prepare special need students to lead
satisfying, productive, and independent lives.

The Gateway
Alpha
School
We offer solid
well-rounded
educationalSchool
and social
foundationSchool
Harbor
Providing Excellence in Special Education since 1981

where we embrace each child’s unique personality and gear our
efforts to help them achieve to the best of their ability.

Providing Excellence in Special Education Since 1980

Contact one of our schools below to learn more

Alpha School
Jackson, NJ
732.370.1150
alphaschool.com
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Providing Excellence in Special Education Since 1969

The Gateway School
Carteret, NJ
732.541.4400

thegatewayschool.com
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Harbor School
Eatontown, NJ
732.544.9394
harborschool.com

timers to turn on and off on their own. Some can even sense when you
are not at home and turn off automatically.
Battery Charger • Batteries can be pricey, especially if your
family uses them 24/7 in toys and electronics around the house. Why
not invest in rechargeable batteries? They will save you the time it takes
to go to the store and save money because you’ll buy fewer at the store.
Keeping charged batteries on hand will ensure you always have spare
ones for when yours die. You’ll never have an upset baby again when
one of her toys doesn’t work and you have no more batteries!
Smart Power Strips • Smart Power Strips shut down power
to products that go in standby mode, meaning that when your product
is not being used for a certain amount of time, the power supply won’t
be sent to that electronic device. This saves you tons of money! About
5 to 10 percent of your household energy consumption is from items
in your house that are not being used but are plugged in, according
toscience.howstuffworks.com. Imagine the savings there per year!
Cut Cable • Cable is pricey! These days, there are tons of alternate electronic devices you can use in place of that big, pricey cable
box. There are Amazon Cubes, Fire Sticks, Ruku, Apple TV and more.
All of these items have apps on them that allow you to pay a much
cheaper price to watch live television or even just Netflix. It’s up to you
how much you want to spend – not the cable company.
Smart Plug • Imagine being able to turn off appliances with
an app on your phone! Let’s say your kids always forget to turn the
lights off (huge electricity waster). You can check the app with your
phone and turn the lights off even if you aren’t in the house, if that
light is plugged into your smart plug. You can also set schedules with
the smart plugs. Your lights turn on at 8 am and off at 11pm. Money
saver central!
Occupancy Sensing Light Switch • Lights on when
you enter a room and lights off when you leave — talk about a money
saver! You won’t even have to think about if you left the lights on in
your bedroom again.
Leak Detectors • Leak detectors for smoke, water and
more will alert you if something is going wrong in your home. Not
only will this save you money because you can catch something going
wrong so quickly, but it can save your life and your home.
All eight of these items seem like essentials for your smart home,
but even buying just a few of them will save you lots of money in the
long run. Your energy bill will substantially lower — a big plus for your
wallet, the environment and your peace of mind.
Contributing columnist Cindy Livesey lends her two
cents on ways to save money, aimed at the costconscious consumer and those looking to live a ‘richer’
life. Let the saving begin!
Author/Frugal Living Expert: Living Rich With Coupons,
Empowering Smart Shoppers to Live Rich
Found Editor: LivingRichWithCoupons.com
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Do it
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Better :

How to Organize Your
Computer Desktop
BY JOYCE VENEZIA SUSS

t’s logical for your computer screen to be called a “desktop” as it holds
the digital equivalent of papers that can accumulate on top of a real
desk. But if your screen is cluttered with so many tiny icons or folders
that you struggle to find what you’re looking for, then it’s time to drag
your mouse and do some organizing.
A real desktop – as in furniture – ideally has space to work on current projects, with a folder organizer for other projects and important
papers. Treat your computer desktop the same way, to help your life
flow more efficiently.
1. Throw It Away • If you don’t have a trash can or recycle bin
shortcut on your desktop, add one. Then, review each desktop icon. If
you rarely use it or forgot it was even there, it’s time to discard it. Take it
one step further and uninstall rarely used apps. Periodically check your
trash can and your download folder to permanently delete unnecessary
items. This will also help your computer run faster.
2. Save to Hard Drive • All icons should be shortcut links to
your “My Documents” folder on your computer’s hard drive. It’s dangerous to keep important documents on your desktop, where they may accidentally get deleted. To create a shortcut, right click on the document
or folder, scroll down and select “Create Shortcut.”
3. Simplify the Background • It’s fun to have a desktop
background featuring a photo of your children, a fun vacation, your cute
puppy, etc. But if the photo makes it difficult to see icons, perhaps switch
to a simpler design. Some professional organizers recommend a background of horizontal colored stripes, with icons lined up by topic or importance. Another option is to place desktop folders into themed sections
such as Work, Family, Finance, etc.
4. Contain the Clutter • If you create a variety of new documents each day, consider creating an Inbox folder on your desktop, to
contain the clutter. Just be sure to sort and move those documents to
their appropriate permanent folders before the end of each day.
5. Use Keywords • Perhaps you’re afraid of storing documents
inside folders, fearing you won’t be able to find them. The key is to rename every document and photo into something searchable. If you can’t
quickly locate something inside a folder, do a system search using keywords such as “blueberry” and “muffin” – and you won’t even have to
open your Recipe folder.
6. Organize that Email • Similarly, create folders in your
email account, where you can save important emails and links sorted
by topics such as Health, Travel, Pets, School, etc.
7. Categorize Photos • Photos should have their own master
shortcut. Sort photos into folders marked by the year, then sort them
into subfolders marked with an appropriate subject such as “Aruba vacation” or “Molly’s high school graduation.”
8. Reduce the Spam • If your email is loaded with unwanted
junk mail and spam, take some time each day to unsubscribe, typically
found in the fine print at the bottom of each email. Some people use
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two different email addresses: one exclusively for important emails; the other reserved for online shopping orders, or when you have to provide an email address
that will probably lead to unwanted spam.
9. Set Reminders • Online calendars not only let you organize your days,
but also link your events to others, send invites and set reminders to yourself. If
you don’t have time to complete the reminder, simply change the time and date
to the future.
10. Identify Downloads • When you download something from the
web, rename it immediately to clearly identify what it is, and move it out of the
download folder to a topical folder. If you need the downloaded content only
once (perhaps to read an article), delete it when done.
11. Delete Cookies • Help your computer run faster by frequently clearing your web browser. On your online search engine (such as Google Chrome,
Internet Explorer, etc.), go to History and delete cookies, cached images and files.
12. Back Up Files • For complete peace of mind, back up important files and
precious photos onto an external hard drive – and take it one step further by storing
it in a fire-safe box. You can also use a secure file hosting service like DropBox, Google Drive or Apple iCloud. Keep passwords in a safe app or an offline file.

Bringing Life Back
to Brick and
Mortars

Chopper Shopper

An indoor interactive miniature drone display where gamers fly their
drones over a makeshift city, click on coupons creating photos that are
downloaded into drone. The photos that were captured are recorded
and every sixth person that clicked on spots will be able to redeem their
coupon at that brick and mortar location that is on the board.

62 White Street, Red Bank (Located Inside Hobby Masters)
732-796-4756 • CopterWorld.Weebly.com
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BY JOANNE COLELLA

to New York
Hall of Science

G

ot tech? Love tech? Then you’re going to
want to head to the New York Hall of Science (NYSCI), a science and technology
museum located in Queens, New York, at the
former site of the 1964 World’s Fair pavilion in
Flushing Meadows-Corona Park. It’s actually one
of the last remaining structures from the fair and
is New York City’s only hands-on science and technology center, where you’ll find more than 450
interactive exhibits, events and workshops with a
focus on STEM (science, technology, engineering
and math.)
The center itself has a fascinating history. After the 1964 World’s Fair, when most other venues
closed down, the center remained open and, at the
time, was one of just a few science museums in existence. In 1979, it closed for renovations, but had
fallen into such great disrepair and was subjected
to the cutting of so much city funding that it did not
reopen until 1986. As New York City’s only science
museum, its popularity grew at a surprising rate
and, in 1991, it announced a 10-year, $80 million
renovation and expansion project. It earned rare
status as a New York City cultural institution and
has gone on to receive funding from grants, donations and other sources that have allowed it to
continue operating successfully, keep its displays
updated and relevant with modern advances, and
expand as needed. Today, the New York Hall of
Science welcomes visitors of all ages to explore its
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100,000+ square feet of indoor exhibition space,
with an additional 60,000+ square feet outdoors.
NYSCI hosts a variety of weekly public programs for families, children, teens, adults, students
and teachers, including live shows, large events,
festivals, workshops and more. There are temporary seasonal exhibits, such as the current Art of
the Brick, featuring
the world’s largest
display of LEGO
sculptures; Solar Cat,
a giant solar panel
that powers a model
house; and Imaging
Women in the Space
Age, with vintage and
present-day images
of female aviators,
astronauts and other
space travelers. Permanents exhibits will
take you to Connected
Worlds, where visitors
are immersed in six
different animated

environments: Design Lab, offering the chance to
experiment with structures, circuits and other materials; Search for Life Beyond Earth, which studies
the extreme environments of Earth and other bodies in the solar system; and Scattered Light, with
captivating views of space, lights and color. Other
ongoing exhibits include Preschool Place for the
center’s youngest guests; The Evolution-Health
Connection, about evolution and natural selection
in health and illness; Wild Minds, which examines
similarities between human and animal cognition;
and Mathematica, the first interactive exhibition
devoted to math. There’s also a 3D theater that
screens award-winning feature films plus educational films. Outdoors, spend time in the Science
Playground, Rocket Park and Rocket Park Mini Golf.
NYSCI bills itself as the most unique exhibit
space in New York City, and it makes a great day trip
from tech fans. New York Hall of Science is located
at 47-01 111th St., Corona, New York. It is open
Monday through Friday from 9:30 am to 5 pm and
Saturday and Sunday from 10 am to 6 pm.
For more information about programs, calendar of events, admission prices and more, visit
nysci.org or call 718-699-0005.
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Ask Cassie
Dear Cassie:
Are posts on social media ever relevant in a divorce
or custody case? –T.Q.
Dear T.Q.:
Absolutely. The use of information from social media, including Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, is actually quite common in divorce matters. These posts can be
relevant to child custody and parenting time; requests for
alimony, or in opposition to such requests; and requests
for child support, or in opposition to such requests.
For example, when the issues of alimony and child
support are in dispute, social media posts could be relevant in addressing an obligor’s ability to pay and lifestyle,
as well as an obligee’s need for support and lifestyle. A
party who claims he or she needs a heightened degree
of support from the other party may be undermined by
social media posts that detail discretionary purchases,
entertainment and travel on his or her part. Similarly, a
party who claims he or she cannot pay support should be
aware that posts of new purchases he or she has made,
such as a new vehicle, may undermine that claim.
When custody is disputed, social media posts can
also be relevant. For example, posts that reveal drug or
alcohol use can impact that parent’s rights to custody.
Similarly, posts in which one parent attacks the character or actions of the other parent can call into question
the first parent’s ability to cooperate with the other parent as well as their credibility. In particularly egregious
cases, postings about the other parent could be construed as harassment and an act of domestic violence.
Any person going through a dispute involving alimony, child support or custody should think about
whether they would want the judge in their case to review their posts before he or she makes it. If you have a
public social media page, keep in mind your page can
be viewed and accessed by not only the opposing party
and his or her lawyer, but also the judge.
If you are dealing with the issue in which social media posts impact your matter, you should seek the advice of matrimonial counsel.
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Have a divorce and family law
question for Cassie? Submit your
question to admin@paonezaleski.com
for consideration in the next edition of
“Ask Cassie.”
Cassie Murphy is a divorce and
family law partner with the law offices of
Paone, Zaleski & Murphy, with offices in
Red Bank and Woodbridge.
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By Lori D

Welcome to Teen Scene. Each month our young
authors write, in their own voice, stories that will
educate and inform fellow students and parents. If you
are a teen who would like to write your story, contact
The Journal. We’ll help you polish it up, so don’t worry.
Let’s just get to sharing.
This month, The Journal is looking at all the ways
technology affects the world we live in and its impact
on the future. Last month, we met an animal-loving
teen member of the 4-H and learned that the 4-H
is a lot more than agriculture. This month’s author
is 18-year-old Hannah Valdes, a young lady with
her eyes on the skies. Hannah has just begun her
college studies and is looking forward to seeing
where the love of science and technology she
developed in 4-H will take her. Hannah took
her first chance by being open to joining an
organization she didn’t know much about. She
put aside her preconceived notions, kept an open
mind and embarked on a path full of adventure,
self-discovery and friendships. No matter how old
you are, forgetting what you think you know and
shaking hands with a new opportunity is always
good to try. Here is Hannah’s story:

B

efore I became a 4-H member, I believed that 4-H was an organization
entirely for youth that live on farms or work with livestock. Since I fit
neither of these qualifications, I had very little interest in my county’s 4-H.
However, in fourth grade, after some convincing from my parents, I reluctantly
joined the Monmouth Blasters Rocketry Club, of Monmouth County 4-H. That
single decision opened countless doors of opportunity in my life, and gifted
me with invaluable lifelong memories and friends. I got to do and see a lot of
cool things, plus come on, who doesn’t love to watch a rocket launch?
Through the Blasters Rocketry Club, I learned the physics and
aerodynamics of model rockets and began to engineer my own. My former
club leader, Chris Whitehouse, taught each member patience and precision,
in learning to perfect the art of rocketry. Mr. Whitehouse’s enthusiasm
for hands-on learning experiences kindled a love for science in all of the
members. As my knowledge of rocketry grew and my years in 4-H continued,
I kept adding new experiences to my learning. I was fortunate enough to visit
multiple high strength telescopes, planetariums and aerospace museums. I
got to privately tour the Goddard Space Flight Center of NASA and the aircraft
hangars of United Airlines at Newark International Airport. These experiences
broadened my educational horizons and allowed me to discover my earnest
passion for SET (Science, Engineering, Technology) projects.
At a young age, I also became aware of the importance of community
service. I participated in monthly service projects that included activities like
collection drives, community cleanups, educational outreach programs, and
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Valdes

fundraisers for charities and
shelters. Each month, I spent
more than 15 hours of service
on these various projects and
have made community service a
consistent way of life.
		 All of these activities taught
me that I can make a difference
in my world and community. I
saw the positive effects of my
actions on others, and I realized
that change in the world starts
with me. You can make the same
kind of changes in your world and
community by simply making a
commitment and sticking to it.
As a result of my early 4-H
experiences, I became increasingly
fascinated by SET careers and
organizations. I went on to find my
high school’s competitive robotics
team and became president of the
Blasters Rocketry Club. Soon after, I
accepted the role of SET Ambassador
of Monmouth County 4-H and was
thrilled when I earned the title of 2018
Fair Ambassador. These roles helped to
foster my developing leadership skills and
taught me that in order to be a successful leader, you must learn to work well
with groups and be receptive to others’ opinions. Through leading meetings
and large groups, my organizational skills improved and my communication
abilities were refined.
Thanks to the interest in SET careers that 4-H sparked inside of me, I
will be continuing my academic journey to study biology with a molecular
concentration at Monmouth University, as part of their pre-medical program.
If not for the opportunities in 4-H and Mr. Whitehouse’s encouragement, I
never would have discovered my passion for SET, and I would likely not be
pursuing this career path. My 4-H journey and my leaders along the way
inspired me to continue to follow my passions, and I am beyond grateful for
all I learned through this organization. 4-H has provided me with countless
invaluable opportunities, and has also gifted me with lifelong memories,
friends and mentors to last a lifetime.
Now as I begin my studies that will carry me through my adult life, I
easily remember my fourth grade self, who agreed to take a chance on joining
a group I didn’t think I belonged in. I never knew I had a love of physics and
rocketry in me, but being open to a new experience and education has given
me a purpose and a real excitement for the future. Maybe there’s some
undiscovered passion or skill you have in you, too. It’s important to try new
things and to not worry about whether you’ll like it or be good at it. Just try it.
When it comes to your future, the sky’s the limit.
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BY JOANNE COLELLA

Escape into a Virtual Reality
To paraphrase a popular song by Madonna,
we are living in a virtual world. Modern technology has made it possible to create computer-generated, three-dimensional recreations of the world
around us – plus worlds we could only imagine
– through virtual reality (VR). In these simulated
parallel universes, we are able to use special goggles, headsets and other equipment to interact
with the sights, sounds, people, objects and surroundings that appear to be there.
Starting in the 1970s and continuing
through today, virtual reality has been used for
applications by the medical community, automobile industry, military, law enforcement, aviation,
architecture and education, to name just a few.
Physicians are able to operate on virtual patients
and study enhanced diagnostics. Designers can
test prototypes of cars and planes, and architects
can build every type of structure. Military members and police officers can train for a range of
scenarios they may face by land, sea or air. Teachers and students can explore places around the
globe and civilizations throughout history. Therapists can even use virtual reality to help patients
overcome phobias and anxiety disorders. And
it can all be done safely, conveniently and more
affordably from their “real” environments.
When it comes to pure entertainment, the
possibilities for VR are, well, virtually endless!
Many people’s first virtual reality experiences were
most likely on amusement park rides, in movie theaters or while playing home computer game sys-
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tems. But now, the
gaming experience
has been taken to
a whole other level,
and the tech-generated universe has
exploded, with virtual reality studios,
arcades and lounges becoming a popular entertainment
destination for visitors of all ages.
At virtual reality locations, participants are outfitted
(by helpful and enthusiastic staffers)
with headsets that include speakers and googles,
wired gloves, motion control paddles or wands,
and vibrating gloves or apparel. There is a wide
range of games, scenarios and ability levels from
which to choose, some of which are played while
seated, some on treadmills and others played
from a standing position to allow free movement.
The optical tracking sensors provide 360-degree
panoramic videos and the sensor technology offers realistic sensory feedback, so that the player
is completely immersed in the experience and
truly feels like they are walking, jumping, racing,
hearing or making contact with objects in the virtual world around them.
In New Jersey, there are now
several VR venues that offer onsite
sessions for both individuals and
groups, providing fun and unique
recreation that is continually evolving, often challenging and always
exciting. Guests range from young
children to mature adults who come
for playdates, birthday parties, networking events, fundraisers, team
challenges, corporate team building
– or just a temporary escape from
real life. Players can reserve individual game stations or book entire
facilities, with pricing that includes a
certain block of time and all of the
necessary equipment and instruc-

tion. You can also arrange for their mobile teams to
come to an event at your own location.
To learn more about exploring virtual reality
near you, check out some of the following venues
to find out hours, pricing, game options, packages, discounts and other details.
Ctrl V
Howell Shopping Center
4012 Route 9, Unit #2B, Howell
CtrlVArcade.com
732-987-5857
iPlay America
110 Schanck Rd., Freehold
iPlayAmerica.com
732-577-8200
oasisVRX
Bell Works Atrium
101 Crawfords Corner Rd., Holmdel
oasisVRX.com
833-OASISVRX
Saber VR
Freehold Raceway Mall
3710 Route 9, Freehold
SaberVR.com
848-444-9312
VR Arcade NJ
157B Main St., Hackensack
VRArcadeNJ.com
833-VRCADENJ
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